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In the present society ,what is needed in the information system has deepening its
diversity, The most important requirements include security of safety. However,as
the complexity of the system increases,Reliable and accurate verication to ensure
the safety required for the system is becoming more dicult. In order for us to verify
a system by the simulation using a computer, calculation without error is required
,and a method for specifying such calculation with brief description is sought for. Hy-
brid systems are dynamical systems with continuous evolution of states and discrete
evolution of states and governing equations. The modeling tool of the hybrid sys-
tem has played the important roles in elds such as physics, control engineering, and
biotechnology. The tool expressing many hybrid systems expresses systems using hy-
brid automata. There are few languages which treat hybrid systems using constraints.
Hybrid cc is one of the few exceptions. We can express a hybrid system model briey
using Hybrid cc. However, the accuracy of calculation is not guaranteed, and a strict
simulation cannot be performed. HydLa is a hybrid system modeling language based
on a constraints concept and a constraints class, and aims at description of a hybrid
system, execution, and verication.
the notion of constraints and constraint hierarchy at the description, execution, and
verication of hybrid systems. Hyrose is an implementation for HydLa that we have
been developing for the purpose of calculating solutions with guaraneed accuracy by
simulation. Hyrose that operates in CUI(Character User Interface) outputs simulation
results by text format. However, the output text of the simulation is sometimes
complicated and huge, and behavior of a model is hard to comprehend instantly.
This motivated us to develop integrated development environment HIDE which
operates in the GUI environment aiming at improving the usability of Hyrose and
assisting the analysis and verication of simulation. As text-based support features
of HIDE, we implemented a dedicated text editor for HydLa, as well as a History
tool which allows us to refer to past simulation results. Moreover, we provided the
graph drawing tool Sakuplot which visualizes simulation results as a key feature of
the integrated environment. Sakuplot draws a function graph on the coordinate plane
of two variables chosen by the user from a simulation result.
although many graph drawing tools outputs graphs in a image format, we took
interactive verication by Hyrose into account, and we designed and implemented
SakuPlot so that SakuPlot could operate graphs dynamically. Sakuplot can draw
usual simulation results. Furthermore, SakuPlot can visualize simulation results con-
sisting of two or more orbits, and simulation results in which initial values are given
as intervals. Moreover, we took advantage of our dynamic graph tools to implement
an interactive tool which performs incremental execution by interactive operation and
an animation tool for understanding simulation results intuitively.
By using these functions suitably, a user is able to observe simulation from many
sides and can deeply understand models described in HydLa. HIDE facilitates the
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??????????????????????????Hybrid cc ????? ???
???Hybrid cc ????????????????????????????????
???????????????????
HydLa[4, 5] ?, ???????????????????????????????
??, ?????????????, ??, ??????????.
HydLa ??????? Hyrose[1, 2, 6] ??HydLa ????????????????
????????????????????????????????????. Hyrose
? CUI ?????????, ??????????????????????????
??. ???, ???????????????????????????????. ?
?, Hyrose ??????????????????????????????????
?????????????. ??? Hyrose ????????, ??????????
1.2 ???? 2
?????????????????, GUI ???????????????????
HIDE[8, 9, 10] ???????.
HIDE ??, HydLa ???????????????, ??????????????
?? History ????????????????????????. ??, ??????
?????????, ??????????????????????????????
???, ????????????????????. ???????????????
???, ????????????????????????????, Sakuplot ???
??.
Sakuplot ?, ??????????????????, ??????????????
???????. ????????????????????????, Hyrose ????









?????, ????????????????? HydLa????????? Hyrose
??????. ????? HydLa?????? HIDE???????????????
???. ???????????????. ????????????? Sakuplot??





HydLa ?, ????? HydLa ?????????, ???????????????












HydLa ??, ???????????????????????. 2008 ??????
?? HydLa ???????, ???????. HydLa ???????????????
2.2 HydLa ?? 4
(program) P ::= (MS,DS )
(module set) MS ::= M ??????????????
(denitions) DS ::= ??????????? D ???
(denition) D ::= M,C
(constraint) C ::= A j C ^ C j G)C j ?C j 9x:C
(guard) G ::= A j G ^G
(atomic constraint) A ::= ErelopE
(expression) E ::= ???? j E0 j E 












?????????, HydLa ????, ????????????????, ????
??????????????????????????.
2.2.2 HydLa ???
HydLa ??????? 2.1 ??? [13]. HydLa ????? P ??????????
???????????M ??????MS ????? D ??? DS ???????.
?? C ??) ????????? G ???????????????????.




? 2.1 ???????, ???????????????????????????,
HydLa ???????????????????. ????????????, ????
????????????????, ???????????????????????
?. ???????? 1 ???????, ON/OFF ????????????????
?. ????? ON ??, ????????, ?? 10 ????? 12 ????????,
?????????????????. ????????????????? 9 ?? 11
????????.
?????????, 1 ??? INIT ???????????? 0 ?????????
?????. ???? y ? y' ???, y ???????, y' ????????????
???. '''????????, y'? y???????????. HydLa???????
???????????????, y ?????, 9<=y<=11 ????????????
?. ?? mag ?????????????????????, ???????????
????????????. 1 ?7 ?????? INIT, FALL, BOUNCE, TRUE, TIMER,
SWITCHON, SWITCHOFF ??? 7 ???????????. <=> ?????????, ?
?????????????????????. always ??? [] ????? 0 ???
???????????????????.
FALL ?????????? (????) ????????????, BOUNCE ????
?????????? y ????? (??????) ???????. BOUNCE ??=> ?
????????????????. y'- ? y' ??????-(prev)?????????
????? y' ??????????????.
TRUE ?, ?????????????????????, SWITCHOFF ? SWITCHON ?
required???????????????????. TIMER?, timer????????,
mag ?????????????????????. SWITCHON ? SWITCHOFF ?, timer
????? 1 ?????????, mag ????????????????, timer ?
0 ???????????. HydLa ???????, Assert ???????????
?. ??????????????, ???? y ??? 15 ??????, ??????
??. ???????????????????. ???????????????, ?




????????????, ????? ON/OFF ???
???????????????????????




TIMER <=> [](mag'=0 ? timer'=1).
SWITCHON <=> [](timer-=1=>mag=12 ? timer=0).




? 2.1 magnet ball? HydLa?????
????????????????. FALL ? BOUNCE ????, ??????????
BOUNCE ???????????????, ???????????? INIT ?????
??. SWITCHON ? SWITCHOFF ????????????????, timer ??????
?????, ??????????????INIT, FALL, BOUNCE, TRUE, SWITCHON?













HydLa ?????????? Hyrose ?, HydLa ????????????????
????????, ???????????????????????????????
???????. Hyrose???????, ???????????, ??????, ???
???????, ??????????. ?????????, ??????, ?????
?????? C++ ??????????, ????????????????????
??????????????????. ??????? 25700 ?????????. ?
??????? [1] ?????????, ??????????. ???????????
???????? 12 ????, Trac ? Subversion ????????????????.
??????????????????, Hyrose ????????????????, ?
??????????????????????????????????. Hyrose ?
??????????????????????????????, ?????????
????????????. Hyrose ???????????, ????????????
?Mathematica ? REDUCE ????????????????????? [2, 3].
2.3.2 Hyrose?????????????
? 2.1??????? Hyrose?????????????. ???????????
???????????, ????????????????????????????
?????. ? 2.2????? Case 1 ????????. ?????????????
??????? (PP), ?????? (IP)???????, ??????????????
?????. ????? parameter??????????????????. ?????
????, ?????????, ????? parameter? ID???.


























timer': parameter[timer, 1, 3]
y : 1+parameter[y, 0, 1]
y': 2
y'': 2















timer': parameter[timer, 1, 6]
y : 4+parameter[y, 0, 1]
y': 4
y'': 2
mag': parameter[mag, 1, 6]
mag : 12
---------IP---------
time : 2->(15+(-1)*parameter[y, 0, 1])^(1/2)
timer : t+(-2)
timer': 1







time : (15+(-1)*parameter[y, 0, 1])^(1/2)
timer : -2+(15+(-1)*parameter[y, 0, 1])^(1/2)
timer': 1
y : 15





time : (15+(-1)*parameter[y, 0, 1])^(1/2)->4
timer : t+(-2)
timer': 1






parameter[y, 0, 1] : [9, 11)




????, HydLa ?????? HIDE????, ???????????????. ?
??????? SakuPlot ???????????? 5??????.
3.1 ?????? HIDE???
HIDE ? LMNtal ?????? LaViT [14, 15, 16]??????????. LaViT ?
???????????????, ??????????????. ???? Hyrose ?
?? C ???????????????, ????????????????????
???????????????. HIDEver0.1 ??????????, ? 3.1 ???
??? LaViT ???????????????, Hyrose ????????, GUI ??
Hyrose ??????????????????????.
HIDE ???????????????????.
 HIDE ????????????????, ?????????????????
???.





3.1 ?????? HIDE??? 10
? 3.1 ?????? LaViT ? HIDE ???
 ????????????????????, ????????????????
????.
 GUI ???????? HIDE??????????.
3.1.1 HIDE???
HIDE??????????????????????. ?????? 3.2???.



























?????????????. ????????????, ????????, ????
????????????????????. ???????????????????
3.1 ?????? HIDE??? 12
????????????????.
HIDE?????????????????? 3.3???.
? 3.3 HIDE ???????????
??????? ??
Simulation HydLa ??? Hyrose ????????????????

















Run Hyrose F1 Hyrose ???
Interactive F4 Hyrose ?????????????????
modulesetlist F5 ??????????????????
PhaseViewer F6 PhaseViewer ???
SakuPlot F7 SakuPlot ???
Kill Escape Hyrose ???
Reboot HIDE ????
Setting HyrosePath Hyrose ??????
General ????

















 ????? LaViT ? Java ????????.
 Java ? Swing ?????????????? GUI ???????.
 Windows, Mac, Linux????????????.
???????????????? 2011 ?????????, ????? 0.4.3 ????
???????????.
3.2.1 ?????















HIDE ?? Hyrose ???????? HyroseRunner ???????????. Hy-
roseRunner ???????????? run() ????, ?????????? isRun-
ning() ????, ??????????????? isSuccess() ????, ??????
???? kill() ???????????. ??, ??????????????????
?????????? write(String command) ??????????????. ???




??. HIDE ?????????????????????? GUI ????????.
?????????????????????????????, ??????????
???????????. ??????? ComboBox ,CheckBox ,Spinner ,Text ???


















History ?????, ???????????????????????, ???
3.2 ????????? 17
?????????????????, ???????????????????
??????????? Plain ????????. ??????????????
???, ????????????????????????????. ????
???????????, ??????????????????????. ??
? A.hydla ,B.hydla ,A.hydla ,A.hydla ??????????????????
?, A.hydla0 ,B.hydla0 ,A.hydla1 ,A.hydla2 ????????????????.








?????, ?????????????????. O(nd) ?????? [17, 18]
???????. ????????????????? A ??????????
????, ???????????????? D ?????????????, ?
?????????? C ????????.




3.2.5 HIDE ?????????? REDUCE ???
Hyrose ?????????? Mathematica ????????, ?????????
??????????? REDUCE ???????????????? [3]. HIDE ?
REDUCE ?????????, ?????????Setting???General???Solver?
?? REDUCE ????, ????????????????? sr.sh ???, REDUCE
3.3 ????????? 18

















???????????????????, ????????????????, ??, ?
?????????????????????. ??, SakuPlot ???????????
????????????????????.
HIDE ????????, ???????, ??????????????. Hy-
roseRunner ????? write(String command) ?????????????????
?????? Hyrose ??????????.
HIDE ??????????????, ??????? interactive ????????
? Hyrose ????????????????. ?????????????????












???????????? FR ????????????. ?????????? jung
library ??????? [22]. magnetball.hydla ??????????????????.
????????? JUNG
Jung ? Java Universal Network/Graph Framework ????, ?????? (??
?) ??????????????? Java????????????????????













???????????????????????????, ?????, ??, ????
??????. VisualizationViewer<V,E> ?????????????????, ???
???????????????, ???????????, ????????????






Ctrl + ???? ??????
Ctrl + Shift + ???? ??????
???????? ??????
3.3.3 Gnuplot????
HIDE ??, Gnuplot ??????????????? (Hyrose ????? 0.6 ??
??). ????????????????????? Gnuplot ???, Gnuplot ???
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? 3.8 module set graph
?????, ???????????? HIDE ? Gnuplot ???????. ?????
???????????????, ????, ???????????????????








??????????ModuleSetGraph ???? jung library ???????.
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???????, ??????????????. HIDE ?????????????
???, ???????????????????????? SakuPlot ???????
??, ?????????????. ?????????? HIDE ?????????
SakuPlot ???????????????.
4.1 SpaceEX











???ModelEditar ????, ??????????????????, ??, ???
?????????, ??? XML ?????? SX ???????????????,
?????????? SpaceEX ????????????. ???????? 4.1, ?
4.2 KeYmaera 25
4.2???. HIDE ?? HydLa ?????????????????????????
??????.
SpaceEX ????????????????? JVXformat ????, ??????
???????. ??????? 4.3 ???. HIDE ????????????????
?????????????? SakuPlot ??????, ??????????????
???????????. HIDE ?? GnuPlot ??????????????????
???????????. SpaceEX ?????????????????. ?????
?? 4.4 ???. HIDE ?????????????????, ???????????
???, ????????????????????????????????????
??.
? 4.1 SpaceEX ?ModelEditor ???????????????
4.2 KeYmaera
KeYmaera[20, 21] ??????????????????. KeYmaera ??????
????Mathematica ????????????? Java ?????????????





? 4.2 SpaceEX ?ModelEditor ?????????
? 4.3 SpaceEX ?? bouncing particle ????
4.2 KeYmaera 27
? 4.4 SpaceEX ???????????
?????????. HIDE ???????????????????????????
???, ??????????.
KeYmaera ?????? 4.5 ???.
4.2 KeYmaera 28




























SakuPlot ??, autoAdjust ????? plotPanel ???? setDisplayAreaToVisi-









Sakuplot ?, Hyrose ??????????????, ????????????.
Hyrose????????????????????, Sakuplot???????????
???, ????????????????????????????????????




Hyrose ? SakuPlot ???????? 5.3 ???. Hyrose ???????????
???, SakuPlotRunner?????. ?????????????????? Simula-
tionCaseParser ????, ?????????. SakuPlot ????, ????????
???????????, IntervalPhase ????????????????. ????
MainFrame ? input ??????? SimulationCase ????????, ??????























Scroll to visible ????????
Preferences ?????????????
? 5.2 SakuPlot??????????
CompoundGraph?, ??????, ??????????, ????????, ????

























??? y=2 ?, 1<x<2.5 ?????? y=4 ????????. ????????,
?????????????. ???????, ???????????????
?????????????, ??????????. ????????????
???????????, ???????????????. ????? SakuPlot
????????? 5.5???. ????? SakuPlot????????????
??????????????????????????????.
 ???????????????? Case ?????????????????
???????, ???????????????, ?????????????
?????????????. ???? SakuPlot ??????????? ??
?????????????, ???????????????????????
??.
SakuPlot ????????????????????????? focus ???.
focus????????? 0?????????, 0????????? Case??





INIT <=> x=0 ? x'=1 ? y=10 ? y'=0 . FALL <=> [](y''=-98/10).
SPEED <=> [](x''=0). PLATE0(a,b,c) <=> [](a<=x- ? x-<=b ?
y-=c=>y'=-(4/5)*y'-). PLATE1(a,b,c) <=> [](a<=x- ? x-<=b ?
y-=c=>(y'=(4/10)*y'- ? x' = (4/10)*x'-)). FLO <=> [](y-=0 =>
y'=-(4/5)*y'-). TRUE <=> [](1=1). INIT,(FALL, SPEED)<<FLO<<(
PLATE1(0,3/2,2), PLATE1(1,5/2,4) )<<TRUE. 





HydLa ??, ??????????????????????, SakuPlot ?????
?????????????????????????. ????, ?????????
?????????????????????????. ??????????????
? 5.4???. ? 5.4????? 9 <= y <= 11??????, ????????? y?
5.4 ????????????????????? 36
9?? 11????????. ???????, Hyrose???????????????
????. SakuPlot??????, ???????????????? (?????? 10
??)?, ????????????????????????????. ?????? y
? 9?? 11???? 10???, ???????????????? 5.8???.
roof 
INIT <=> 9 <= y <= 11 ? y? = 10.
FALL <=> [](y?? = -10).
BOUNCE <=> [](y- = 0 => y? = -y?-).
INIT, FALL << BOUNCE.
 





??, ??????????????????????????. ? 5.5???????
????. k ???, dosage ???????, T ?????, y ???????????.
?????????????????????, ???????????? SakuPlot?




???. ??, ????????????????????? 5.12???. ??????
???, ????????????????????????????????.
roof 
INIT<=>timer=0 ? y=2 ? 1/2 < T < 1 ? 1<dosage<2.









?, Interactaive mode ??????????? graph synchronization ???????
??????, ?????????????????????????????????
?????????, ????????????????, ?????????????
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?, y????, x????????????????????????, ???????
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?????????????. x=3.5????????????????, 2<x<3, 3<y<5
????????????????????????, ?? y=5 ??????????













INIT <=> x=0 & x'=1 & y=5 & y'=0 & mag=12 & timer=0.
FALL <=> [](y''=-10+mag).
SPEED <=> [](x''=0).
PLATE0(a,b,c) <=> [](a<=y- & y-<=b & x-=c=>x'=-(4/5)*x'-).
BOXX(a,b,c,d) <=> [](a< y-<b & (x-=c | x-=d) => x'=-(4/5)x'-).
BOXY(a,b,c,d) <=> [](a< x-<b & (y-=c | y-=d) => y'=-(4/5)y'-).
FLO <=> [](y-=0 => y'=-(4/5)*y'-).
TIMER <=> [](mag'=0 & timer'=1).
SWITCHON <=> [](timer-=1=>mag=12 & timer=0).
SWITCHOFF <=> [](timer-=1=>mag=0 & timer=0).
TRUE <=> [](1=1).








????? 9, x=4????????? 0.8, ?? 9??????????????. ?
????? 6.3???. ???? 9, x=4????????? 0.9, ?? 9???????
??????, ? 6.3 ????????. ?????? 6.4 ???. ? 6.3 ??????
0.8 ????????????????, ???? 0.9 ???????????????
??. ???? 9, x=3????????? 0.8, ?? 9?????????????, ?
6.3????????. ?????? 6.5???. ? 6.3?? x=4??????????
???, x=3?????????????????. ????????????????















INIT <=> x = 4 ? y = 9 ? x' = 0 ? y' = 0
? [](s = Pi/4 ? s' = 0)
? [](k = 4/5 ? k' = 0).
FALL <=> [](x'' = 0 ? y'' = -98/10).
BOUNCE MINUS <=> [](y- = -tan(s) * x- =>
x' = ((-k) * sin(s)^2 + cos(s)^2) * x'-
+ ((-1) * (k+1) * sin(s) * cos(s)) * y'-
? y' = ((-1)*(k+1) * sin(s) * cos(s)) * x'-
+ (sin(s)^2 + (-k) * cos(s)^2) * y'-).
BOUNCE PLUS <=> [](y- = tan(s) * x- =>
x' = ((-k) * (sin(s)^2) + cos(s)^2) * x'-
+ ((k+1) * sin(s) * cos(s)) * y'-
? y' = ((k+1) * sin(s) * cos(s)) * x'-
+ (sin(-s)^2 + (-k) * cos(s)^2) * y'-).
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??????, ????????????????????????, ??? HydLa ??
????????????????????????????????.
????????? SakuPlot ?????????????????????????
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